Update on anesthesia for craniotomy.
In this review, we present an update on the relationship between anesthesia and intraoperative hemodynamic complications, early postanesthesia recovery, postoperative pain and postoperative nausea and vomiting after craniotomy. We also review latest advances in education and research in neuroanesthesia for brain surgery. Insights from clinical reports published from January 2012 to April 2013 on anesthesia for craniotomy will be summarized. Recent findings address the need for a tight intraoperative hemodynamic monitoring - that should include aggressive prevention of arterial hypotension and cardiac arrhythmias - and a careful management of fluids and electrolytes balance. Data on the relationship between anesthesia (selection of anesthetics used intraoperatively) and early recovery demonstrate a limited benefit when ultra-short acting drugs (as remifentanil vs fentanyl) are used. Evidence on postoperative pain and postoperative nausea and vomiting contribute to define how to better prevent and treat these complications. Latest guidelines on training and research in neuroanesthesia define unique end points in this subspecialty. Neuroanesthesia for craniotomy should be aimed to ensure intraoperative loss of consciousness (unless awake craniotomy is the selected anesthesiological approach), pain control and an uneventful postoperative recovery, but should also be addressed to manipulate physiological variables including cerebral blood flow and to obtain optimal surgical exposure.